FULTON POCKET PARK
SITE ANALYSIS
FULTON STREET
PANAMA STREET
HAMMOCK STREET

PATH OF TRAVEL
PROGRAM SPACE
GREEN SPACE FOR PLANTS/GRASS
GREEN SPACE FOR PLANTS/GRASS
CONCRETE / BRICK

EXISTING TREES TO REMAIN
CAR TRAFFIC FLOW
METRO RAIL TRAFFIC FLOW

MAIN ENTRY
SUB ENTRY WITH SMALL GATE
RESTING / GATHERING AREA
MULTI PURPOSE SPACE WALKWAY
CATEPILLAR ART - PAINTED OR SCULPTURE
BUTTERFLY SCULPTURE
FOCAL POINT - SUPPORT ELEMENT
PROPOSE PARK LAYOUT
CONCRETE / BRICK
GOALS
BUILDING COMMUNITY
METAMORPHISIS
1) COMMUNITY PLAZA

Provides a comfortable and/or playful area for community members to activate the plaza by either relaxing in a hammock/cocoon, holding small local markets, or people watching.
2) CATERPILLAR PAINT WALK

Creates an inviting and unique walk along the most commonly traveled path that illustrates the abstract movement of a caterpillar.
CATERPILLAR WALK
3) BUTTERFLY SCULPTURE

The focal feature of the park, a beautiful sculpture by local artist Rose Toro would provide identity and symbolism to the community park.
4) BUFFER PLANTING

Planting around the perimeter of the park would establish a soft, green barrier that separates the park from the busy roads surrounding the site. Pollinator friendly planting would also naturally attract butterflies.
POLLINATOR PLANTS
5) UNDER-LIT SEATING WALL

Gives the plaza area both another versatile seating option as well as much needed lighting to bring comfort and security to the space.
SIGNAGE

Forest Grove
6) ACTIVITY LAWN

A versatile, opportunistic space to give children and adults the freedom of an open green lawn to play games, read, or simply enjoy the sunshine.
6) RAINWATER HARVESTING BIN
6) FENCE TREATMENT
FUNDRAISING
IMAGINE